Typography makes the case for resilient.

Inspired by the layouts and fonts of newsprint, Patcraft’s Typography collection layers subtle pattern, artistic type treatments and line-art mapping to create styles and patterns with universal appeal. Designed in much the same way as a typeface or font family, Typography offers common, baseline features that unite the collection while allowing each pattern to stand on its own or be mixed and matched with others in the collection.
Charting a new course for designs.

Typography reinvents resilient by introducing a visual that doesn’t mimic wood, stone or fabric. The collection allows you to mix the unique patterns and colors to create your own high-performance design. Typography features three styles and numerous color options. Letterpress replicates the horizontal and vertical impression of vintage press machines and is available in 18 colors. Charted pays homage to mapmaking and Typeface offers a unique visual that resembles strips of newspaper. Both Charted and Typeface are available in 10 colors.